THE BREAKDOWN OF KINGSHIP
controlling the coalfields, which even at that day had begun to
have some importance, and, what much more impressed the
public imagination, levying huge subsidies from the English
landowners. The large Catholic minority (and in the North it
was perhaps more than a minority) they robbed at large, and
even upon those who must have sympathized with Puritanism,
and therefore in a great degree with the Calvinist Scotch, they
levied large and continuous tribute. It was necessary to treat,
and the English Government (that is, the King, who had already
summoned a new Parliament in his overwhelming necessities)
consented to leave the invaders in occupation of the North and
to pay them ^40,000 a month—which was at the rate of half
the whole normal revenue of the Crown.
The Long Parliament. What was known in history as
the Long Parliament met (after an abortive effort to consult a
council of nobles instead) upon November 3, 1640. The
revolutionary temper appeared in it even more strongly than it
had in the Short Parliament, and that temper was organized
under the genius of Pym, who had been tenaciously following the
same policy for so many years. It is unfortunate that we know
little about Pym. He was, as I have said, a hanger-on of the
millionaire Russell family, and sat for their private borough of
Tavistock, but he was much more. He had enriched himself
since his first appearance as member for Tavistock seventeen
years before. He was one of those men who delight in manage-
ment and have supreme gifts for it; whether his convictions
were as strong as his speech may be doubted, but of his desire
to organize men and their actions and be a leader there can be
no doubt; his great opportunity had now arrived. His years
(he was fifty-six) added to the weight of his great reputation.
The breakdown of Charles's effort at national unity completely
transformed the strength of the incipient revolution; the intoler-
able expense and shame of the failure in the North lit the flame
—& week after the Parliament had met Pym caused the door
of the House of Commons to be locked, and with great pomp
introduced an impeachment of Strafford. That great statesman
came down to the House, but the feeling against him was too
strong—the rebellion, was fairly alight. By a second revolu-
tionary act Strafford was arrested on the authority of the House
alone and kept a prisoner.
The Trial and Death of StrafforcL   Towards the end of
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